Dr. Fedorko,
I thought that you might like to know how I came about using the food-based supplements made by the
Standard Process Company. Five years ago I was in the hospital apparently with congestive heart failure.
I was devastated by the news because they told me there was no cure for this. To add to this problem,
my doctor ran additional blood tests and told me that he thought I had a kidney problem and might
need to have dialysis treatments. He sent me to a kidney specialist who told me that I had a stage four
kidney problem but had caught it in time not to need dialysis but needed to keep a close watch on it and
scheduled me back again in three months to check it again. Rather than feeling sorry for myself, I started
to hunt for alternative medications to help with my problems. About a month later I found an out-ofprint book by Dr. Lee, the founder of the Standard Process Company describing how he developed his
food-based supplements. Then, I located Dr. Bruce West, a supplier of these supplements for over
twenty five years. During this time he developed a series of protocols using Standard Process Products
to help his patients with their problems. For example, his protocol for my congestive heart failure and
kidney problem consists of two Cardio-Plus, two Cataplex-B, three Congaplex three times a day per day
after my meals, and one each of the following items per day with meals: Livaplex, Organic Bound
Minerals, Renafood and Arginex. In addition, twice per year I purge my liver and kidneys using a certain
protocol. Dr. Fedorko can furnish you with this protocol after you've been on the kidney protocol for
three months. I'm 83 years old and have told all my family, friends and neighbors about Standard
Process Supplements. Ask Dr. Fedorko about your health problem and he will be happy to furnish you
with the protocol for it. At the outset, I bought my supplements from Dr. West but his shipping costs
were very high and the supplements were not always available when I needed them. By buying my
supplements from Dr. Fedorko, I solved both of these problems. Just ask Dr. Fedorko [or Dr. Young or Dr.
Cameron] for any health protocol you need and they will be happy to provide the protocol for your
condition.

Yours for better health using Standard Process Products,
Earl W. Alexander

